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ABSTRACT: The article analyses the development of agricultural penal colonies in
Italy, focusing on their margins and borders. The first section focuses on Italy’s
frontier with overseas territories that was assumed in discussion of the location
of penal colonies following Italian unification. The article also highlights some
of the factors behind the effective lack of deportation and transportation of
Italians overseas. The second section explores Italy’s largest agricultural penal col-
ony, Castiadas, in Sardinia and, more generally, the borders between convicts and
free citizens and between penal territory and free territory. My thesis is that penal
colonies were partly designed to discipline populations in adjacent territories and
that their economic and social organization served as a development model for
rural Italy more widely.

INTRODUCTION

In the years immediately following the unification of Italy in , one of the
main issues in debates on criminality and punishment concerned the possibil-
ity of establishing penal colonies, isolated places where convicts could be
confined and “rehabilitated” through the use of outside work programmes.
In particular, some penologists and members of the influential agrarian class
supported “internal colonization”, that is, the establishment of penal colonies
within national borders so as to reclaimwastelands that could be improved and
“exploited” using convict labour. The development of Italian agricultural
penal colonies is emblematic of the history of forced labour in the country,
principally because of its objectives, namely colonization and the valorization

∗ I wish to thank Paola Demurtas and Consuelo Costa for their invaluable help in collecting part
of the archival records for this article.
. The intense debate on penal colonies is mainly reported in the journal Rivista delle discipline
carcerarie, founded in  by Martino Beltrani Scalia, who was in charge of the Prison
Department at the Ministry of the Interior.
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of the land, activities at the centre of the social and economic objectives of first
Liberal and then Fascist Italy.
In this article, I analyse Italy’s agricultural penal colonies, mainly focusing

on their margins and borders, viewing them from different perspectives.

Archival records on prison administration show that the story of penitentiary
colonies within Italy’s national borders overlaps with that of its penal colonies
overseas. Documents on Italy’s internal colonies and those relating to its over-
seas colonies comprise a single discourse on agricultural colonization. In the
first section, I consider the frontier between Italy and its overseas territories, as
represented in discussions regarding the location of penal colonies in the first
decades following Italian unification. This debate allows us to capture some of
the most important traits of Italian penitentiary colonization. Among other
aspects, I highlight some of the factors that determined the lack of deportations
and transportation of Italians overseas in the country’s history of forced
labour.
For the most part, I analyse penal colonization and the development of

penal agricultural colonies in Italy in terms of the interconnection between
metropole and overseas colonies. In particular, this study shows how, both
in Italy and in its former colonies, the development of penal colonization
was interrelated with the process of nation-building.
In the second section, I analyse the borders between convicts and free citi-

zens, and between penal territory and free territory. In particular, I focus on
the agricultural penal colony of Castiadas in Sardinia (Figure ). Possessing
vast territories to be reclaimed and exploited, Sardinia has acted as a kind of
penitentiary region throughout Italian history. The agricultural penal col-
ony of Castiadas was founded in  and continued to function until
. Extending over , hectares, it was Italy’s largest. By , it was
hosting  convicts as well as , “assigned” or “consigned” persons,
those who worked there during the day but did not have restrictions
imposed upon them. As with other agricultural penal colonies, Castiadas
included convicts who had already served part of their sentence in prison

. In this article, I consider the “polysemic character” of borders, according to Etienne Balibar’s
analysis; “that is to say that borders never exist in the same way for individuals belonging to dif-
ferent social groups” and the “heterogeneity” of borders in that they have “several functions of
demarcation and territorialization – between distinct social exchanges or flows, between distinct
rights”. See Etienne Balibar, Politics and Other Scenes (London [etc.], ), p. .
. See in particular the archival records in Archivio Centrale dello Stato, Rome (hereafter ACS),
Ministero di Grazia e Giustizia, Direzione Generale degli Istituti di Prevenzione e di Pena,
Segreteria, folder , file .
. Unfortunately, we do not have statistics on the Castiadas colony for particulars such as
entrances, deaths, and evasions. The penal colony’s archival papers, following their initial transfer-
ral to the former prison of Cagliari di Buoncammino, were mixed up with those from other penal
institutions; thesewere then handed over to the Archivio di Stato in Cagliari, where they still await
reordering.
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and were considered to be worthy of reward. Like most of the penal col-
onies that were later founded in Italy, Castiadas was established in a malarial
area. In many respects, it was a paradigm for penal colonization in Italy, and
its economic and social model echoed the other agricultural penal colonies in
Sardinia, the circulation of ideas, practices, convicts, and goods being a
cornerstone of the island’s history. I pay particular attention to the social
and economic conditions of both prisoners and free citizens, in order to
highlight how the penal colony influenced their lives. The relationship
between captives and citizens is also shown by records concerning the escape
and capture of fugitives. In particular, these documents show the porous
character of the penal colonies’ borders and the frequent crossing of bound-
aries between penal and free territories. In my analysis, these acts of escap-
ing, which provided interactions with the surrounding territory, foreground
the way in which internment policies extended the colony far beyond its
own physical boundaries.

Figure . Sardinia, with the location of agricultural penal colonies.

. In , the Zanardelli penal code defined the penal colonies as a third stage in a gradual system
by which convicts deemed to be of good behaviour could serve out their sentences.
. As far as convicts are concerned, Castiadas’s particular history is connected with the prison in
S. Bartolomeo (Cagliari), from which the first convicts came, and with the penal colony in
Tramariglio (Alghero), to which many prisoners were transferred in .
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RECLAIMING ITALY: AGRICULTURAL PENAL
COLONIZATION IN THE NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH

CENTURIES

At the turn of the twentieth century, discourse on the penal system in Italy was
inevitably wrapped up with questions about the social system that the new
nation state sought to promote. In particular, penitentiary colonization by
way of internal colonies was considered an alternative to overseas transporta-
tion of Italian criminals. Plans for the creation of overseas penal colonies were
interlinked with those for establishing the first bases of colonial expansion. In
other words, the discussion dealt with the places where penal colonies were to
be established and whether such places were to be located in Italy or overseas.
One of the various sites considered for a penal colony was Assab in Eritrea.
The Italian penetration of Eritrea began in Assab in , thanks to the pur-
chase of this coastal area by the Rubattino Company. It was here that the
only overseas prison colony in Italian history was established, in . The
experiment was brief, as environmental and climatic conditions wiped out
the detainees, and the decision was made later in the same year to shut the col-
ony. Despite these environmental difficulties – which were already well
known – the bay had been chosen as location for the new penitentiary site
because any contact between the convicts and the local population was elimi-
nated, thus safeguarding the “prestige of the [Italian] race”.

Italian colonial society was constantly driven by tensions surrounding the
defence of racial prestige. These were principally derived from the presence
of numerous poor whites among the Italian colonists, who, on account of
their economic conditions (and occasionally their lifestyles), were dangerously
close to the indigenous people whom the Italians were meant to be “civilis-
ing”. In this context, the presence of Italian forced labourers constituted a fur-
ther threat to themaintenance of the borders between the two communities. In
, the Royal Commission of Inquiry on Eritrea expressed itself along these
lines, highlighting that penal colonization had discouraged the influx of “hon-
est colonists and fathers of families”whom the administration favoured.Most
importantly, in contrast to British deportations to Australia, in the Italian case
deportations did not make sense economically: there were plenty of Italians
who were well disposed to moving to Eritrea, and the cost of their labour

. Ferdinando Caputo, “Assab e le colonie penitenziarie dell’Eritrea”, Rivista delle discipline car-
cerarie,  (), p. .
. See Giulia Barrera, “The Construction of Racial Hierarchies in Colonial Eritrea”, in Patrizia
Palumbo (ed.), A Place in the Sun: Africa in Colonial Culture from Post-Unification to the
Present (Berkeley, CA [etc.], ), pp. –; Ruth Ben-Ghiat and Mia Fuller (eds), Italian
Colonialism (New York [etc.], ); Nicola Labanca, Posti al sole. Diari e memorie di vita e di
lavoro dalle colonie d’Africa (Rovereto, ).
. “L’inchiesta sulla colonia Eritrea e la deportazione”, Rivista delle discipline carcerarie, 
().
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was probably much lower than that which the administration would have had
to pay to establish and maintain penal colonies.

It would be much better, it was said, to employ Italian prisoners to reclaim
the country’s own portions of uncultivated and malarial land. As Matteotti
wrote in The Times, “Italy must first of all reclaim itself”. Jurists, civil ser-
vants, and scholars of the prison system considered agricultural work to be
a privileged area for the development of penal labour. Both supporters and
opponents of prison labour agreed that work in the fields was “undoubtedly
a source of beneficial results”, in the first place because it did not pose any
competition to free labour, a question of central importance in the discussion
over prison labour.

Yet, penitentiary colonization should be seen within a wider context.
All penal colony projects were considered to be at the vanguard of free colo-
nization. Supporters saw agriculture and the rural world as the basis of eco-
nomic and social projects for the Italian proletariat. When Italy made the first
steps to conquer a “place in the sun” of its own, providing land andwork to the
proletarian masses, the supporters of internal colonization exalted the advan-
tages of free agricultural colonies as a remedy for the problem of emigration
and, in general, for “practically resolving the grave problem of raising and
comforting the proletariat, furthermore preventing any social crisis from
emerging”. In this view, internal colonization in particular would favour
the countryside, making it more populated, countervailing thewaves of migra-
tion towards the urban centres and promoting a particular social model: “The
colonizers must distinguish themselves through their activity, frugality, ten-
acity, and honest conduct, and possess discrete capital.”

The agricultural penal colony was a tool of social engineering in the context
of a wider project of national regeneration. From the perspective of reinserting

. “From a financial point of view, when it comes to public works for the state, the utility of mak-
ing recourse to the prisoners’ labour is evident in the places workers do notwant to emigrate to and
where wages are high”, in ibid.
. Armando Rosa, “Deportazione e colonizzazione penale”, Rivista delle discipline carcerarie,
, p. .
. Carlos Petit, “Colonia”, in Mario Da Passano (ed.), Le colonie penali nell’Europa
dell’Ottocento (Rome, ), p. .
. Armando Rosa, “Questioni penitenziarie e coloniali”, Rivista delle discipline carcerarie, ,
p. . See also Ugo Conti, “Colonizzazione interna penale”, Rivista delle discipline carcerarie,
, pp. –.
. “Case di forza, bagni penali e colonie agricole. Note e impressioni di un’escursione scienti-
fica”, Rivista penale, , p. .
. Ministero dell’Interno, La colonizzazione interna nelle sue applicazioni col mezzo delle colo-
nie penali agricole, p. . See also Alfredo Angelelli, La colonia penale agricola di Castiadas e il
bosco in rapporto al clima, all’igiene e all’economia (Napoli, ); Emilio Brusa, “Il terzo con-
gresso internazionale penitenziario e quello antropologico-criminale”, Rivista penale, ,
p. ; Antonio Cao-Pinna, “Regime penitenziario e colonizzazione interna. Un interessante
esperimento”, Rivista delle discipline carcerarie, , pp. –.
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criminals into society, agricultural labour was attributed the best results in
terms of rehabilitating and re-educating prisoners, with man improving the
land and land improving the man. The agricultural colonies’ function was
no less important as an instrument of social conservation since, according to
prison statistics, at least half of all prisoners came from the rural world.

The daily life of those detained in the colonies was closely controlled by a
host of rules that were aimed at fashioning the good farmer (see Figure ).
These regulations impacted on the bodies of detainees, including through
norms of hygiene and nutrition, forging disciplined masses and efficient
farmers.

Agricultural penal colonies were also developing in other European
metropoles, but with the aim of re-educating minors. In France, the
Netherlands, and Belgium in particular, colonies were established for “delin-
quent” minors, with faith being placed in the “moral virtues” of agricultural
labour, as was the case in Italy. A European perspective shows the peculiarity
of the Italian case, above all owing to the absence of overseas transportation.
In contrast, penal colonies were an integral part of the English, French, and
Dutch imperial systems. The Italian case was different because the agricultural
penal colony was part of a project of nation-building that was to take place
through the colonization and valorization of the country’s unproductive
southern regions.

Discussion around the function of penal colonization was closely connected
to discussions about the regeneration of southern Italy. The agricultural penal
colonies were located “in deserted regions and on islands, far from trade cen-
tres, and which are insalubrious and unproductive on account of the lack of
population and their long abandonment. In general, therefore, these are
localities in which private speculation will never be able to take off”.

. “These guilty men, directed toward multi-faceted agrarian labour, very often show versatility,
docility, resignation and obedience”: Ministero dell’Interno, Direzione generale delle carceri e dei
riformatori,La colonizzazione interna nelle sue applicazioni col mezzo delle colonie penali agricole
(Rome, ), p. . See also Giuseppe Signorini, “Per il lavoro dei condannati”, Rivista delle dis-
cipline carcerarie, , pp. –. As the judge Adalgiso Ravizza explained, penal colonies
aimed to improve not only the land, but also the man: “Il lavoro dei condannati e la colonia peni-
tenziaria agricola “Volpi” in Tripolitania”, Rivista penale di dottrina, legislazione e giurispru-
denza, , p. .
. “Disegno di legge presentato dal min grazia e giustizia, Gianturco, sull’impiego dei condannati
nei lavori di dissodamento e di bonificamento dei terreni incolti e malsani”, Rivista delle discipline
carcerarie, , p. .
. Here one cannot but make reference to two celebrated works by Michel Foucault, i.e.
Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (London, ) and Naissance de la biopolitique.
Cours au Collège de France – (Paris, ).
. For a general overview on the penal colonies in Europe see Mary Gibson and Ilaria Poerio,
“Modern Europe, –”, in Clare Anderson (ed.), A Global History of Convicts and
Penal Colonies (London, ), pp. –.
. Quotes from Angelelli, La colonia penale agricola di Castiadas, p. .
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These localities were mainly situated in the south. Penitentiary policy enacted
by the first Italian governments saw that five out of the eight penal colonies
that were established in Italy were located in Sicily.

Colonies for domicilio coatto, or forced residence, were also founded in
southern Italy, especially on the islands. Domicilio coatto was established
after Italian unification as a public security measure: it was not, therefore, a
sentence as such and those affected by it did not go through a normal trial.
Its aim was the removal of subjects who were considered to be “dangerous”
by the established order for political and/or social reasons, but who could
not be handed over to judicial powers owing to a lack of evidence. While

Figure . A prisoner working in the Castiadas agricultural penal colony at the beginning of the
twentieth century.
Giuseppe Cusmano, “Castiadas: casa penale agricola”,Annuario Agricolo Illustrato, , p. .

. Di Pasquale, “I deportati libici in Sicilia (–)”, in Carla Ghezzi and Salaheddin Hasan
Sury (eds), Atti del terzo convegno sugli esiliati libici nel periodo coloniale (Rome, ), p. .
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labour lay at the centre of the project of agricultural penal colonies, the major-
ity of those who were under domicilio coatto did not have any form of
employment.

At the turn of the twentieth century, the ruling classes pinpointed southern
regions for the development of penal sites because of a combination of factors:
the isolation of the chosen sites; colonization of parts of the country that were
empty; and finally, a racialized vision of southern populations. As already
highlighted by the literature, the policies implemented for the southern
regions in the decades following Italian unification were also influenced by
an “oriental” vision of southerners, sometimes considering them along the
same lines as African subjects.Angelelli and Cusmano, whowere both agro-
nomists in Castiadas, described the territory as wild, virgin, and lacking
human presence, and for this reason in need of colonization. I should empha-
size that they resorted to the same vocabulary that was adopted by colonial
functionaries and scholars. As was the case in Sardinia, Western powers’ sup-
posed right to colonize and “tame” overseas possessions derived from the idea
that African and Asian territories were wild, virgin, and empty areas.
Around the end of the nineteenth century, Sardinia became the preferred

site for the institution of penitentiary agricultural colonies. There were geo-
graphical, agronomic, and demographic factors that contributed to this choice.
Sardinia is an island, far from the rest of Italian territory, and this guaranteed
the ideal conditions for prisoners’ isolation. Furthermore, of the one million
hectares of Italian land to be reclaimed at the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury, a good , hectares of marshy terrain lay in the region. The remain-
ing marshland was concentrated in the Po Valley (Piedmont, Lombardy, and
Emilia Romagna) and along the coasts of southern Italy. Furthermore, with
only , inhabitants, Sardinia was characterized by a particularly low
demographic density in comparison not only with other southern regions
(Sicily was host to ,,), but also other regions with marshland in the
north: Lombardy had ,, inhabitants, Emilia Romagna ,,,

. On domicilio coatto see Daniela Fozzi, Tra prevenzione e repressione. Il domicilio coatto
nell’Italia liberale (Rome, ).
. Among others, see John Dickie, Darkest Italy: The Nation and the Stereotypes of the
Mezzogiorno, – (New York ); Silvana Patriarca, La costruzione del carattere nazio-
nale (Rome [etc.], ); Jane Schneider (ed.), Italy’s “Southern Question”: Orientalism in One
Country (Oxford [etc.], ).
. Prior to Italian unification, penal colonization had been one of the innovations included in the
penal reform of theGranDuchyof Tuscany. For this reason, some penal agricultural colonies were
also founded on islands in Tuscany, i.e. Gorgona (established in ) and Capraia and
Montecristo (both established in ). On the Sardinian penal colonies, see Franca Mele,
“L’Asinara e le colonie penali in Sardegna: un’isola penitenziaria?”, in Mario Da Passano (ed.),
Le colonie penali nell’Europa dell’Ottocento (Rome, ) pp. –; Vittorio Gazale and
Stefano A. Tedde (eds), Le carte liberate. Viaggio negli archivi e nei luoghi delle colonie penali
della Sardegna (Sassari, ).
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and Piedmont ,,. Thus, by , there were already six agricultural
penal colonies in Sardinia, employing around , prisoners. With the
rise of the Fascist regime, land reclamation became part of a vast programme
of “regenerating” Italian society, in which recovering the land was only one
tangible aspect of a project for the purification and reconstruction of an
Italian mentality and the formation of a “new Fascist man”. Sardinia had
remained outside the early political and social processes triggered by the
regime, meaning that the island’s land reclamation project was to have a double
goal: to convert the Sardinian people to Fascism and, at the same time, to con-
cede land for cultivation to farmhands and sharecroppers from other Italian
regions, chosen from among those politically closest to the regime.

The island’s land reclamation projects thus conjoined with those for internal
colonization according to a model of Fascist rurality that foresaw the creation
of new planned villages. The penitentiary agricultural colonies were therefore
an integral part of the Fascist land reclamation project; their history connects
with that of the public bodies for colonization that operated long after the fall
of the Fascist regime and the end of World War II.
The idea of transportation re-emerged within the context of the Fascist pro-

gramme for prisoner rehabilitation. In particular, in the s, the Ministry of
Justice and the Colonial Ministry studied plans for agricultural penal colonies
in Libya for Italian prisoners. Work was a key part of this programme, which
sought criminals’ regeneration as part of the construction of Fascist society.
Unlike projects in earlier years, it was said that the government would truly
take care of the rehabilitation of prisoners through agricultural labour.
It was those with previous experience in agricultural labour who were to be
sent to the penal colonies, not the “incorrigible”. After first focusing on
Libya, these projects were also promoted in eastern Africa. In , at the
height of the construction of the empire, the senior director of Rome’s prison
system, Tito Cicinelli, maintained that the new penal code had abandoned the
old concept of “white man’s prestige”.

In other words, fears of how the presence of Italian prisoners might dimin-
ish the colonizer’s prestige in African eyes had now lessened. Seven years ear-
lier, in , Cicinelli had drawn an explicit parallel between Italian southern

. Ibid., p. . These six colonies were: San Bartolomeo; Cagliari (established in ); Cuguttu
(); Castiadas (); Isili (); Asinara (); and Mamone ().
. On the Fascist land reclamations in Sardinia seeAlessandro Pes,Bonificare gli italiani. La Società
bonifiche sarde tra risanamento e colonizzazione nell’Italia fascista (Cagliari, ). For a general
overview of this subject see Roberta Pergher, Mussolini’s Nation-Empire: Sovereignty and
Settlement in Italy’s Borderlands, – (Cambridge, ). On the Fascist political and social
project, see Ruth Ben-Ghiat, Fascist Modernities: Italy, – (Berkeley, CA [etc.], ).
. Report by Giovanni Novelli, sent to Attilio Teruzzi,  May , in ACS, Ministero della
Giustizia, Ministero di Grazia e Giustizia, Direzione Generale degli Istituti di Prevenzione e di
Pena, Segreteria, folder .
. Ibid.
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regions and African territories. He had expressed his support for the use of
Italian prisoners to improve Somali lands conceded byGreat Britain (so-called
Jubaland), making an interesting reference to penal colonization in Sardinia:

[W]hat impression do you want it to make on the Somali’s primitive psyche – he
who up till yesterday worked in slavery in the most barbarous fashion – when
he sees a few thousand whites, guilty of having failed their duties as citizens in
the Fatherland, sent towork on the banks of the Juba as punishment, in conditions
that – for we who have some experience of our Sardinian penal colonies – would
differ very little from those of the free labourer?

Most importantly, Africa and Sardinia were united by the fact that both were
lands of “redemption”. Cicinelli continued: “the functionaries of the prison
administration must sacrifice themselves for the Fatherland in Africa, just as
they are already doing as they serve in the malaria-ridden lands of Sardinia”.

The plans for agricultural penal colonies in Africa for Italian prisoners were
not put into effect, primarily because of the military and financial difficulties
of the Italian colonial enterprise. Nevertheless, it is worth noting the connec-
tion between Africa and Sardinia that these plans established. In short, within
the context of penal labour, the boundaries between the colonized and the
colonizers, and thus between motherland and colony, faded considerably.

THE PENAL COLONIES ’ TRANSIENT BORDER

As previously noted, in Italy, the penal colonywas considered to be a means of
reclaiming land, above all in the south. In the perceptions and discourse of a
good part of Italy’s business and political elite, the south was a “colonial” ter-
ritory, a virgin and wild land to be redeemed and then conquered. “What is
Castiadas?”, a penal colony functionary asked in :

[It is a] locality that has always been left to itself, with its earth never broken by the
farmer’s iron. Only in winter do you see some tanned shepherd […] who, even
wilder than the locality itself, on returning to his own region in summer leaves
behind him such a whirling, destructive fire that immense, centuries-old,
extremely thick woodlands are reduced to ash.

. In Italian: “Sulla psiche primitiva del somalo, il quale fino a ieri esercitò nel modo più barbaro
il diritto della schiavitù, quale impressione volete che faccia il vedere alcunemigliaia di bianchi, col-
pevoli di aver mancato in patria ai doveri del cittadino, mandati a lavorare per punizione sulle rive
del Giuba in condizioni, che, per noi che abbiamo qualche esperienza delle nostre colonie penali di
Sardegna, differirebbero ben poco da quelle del libero lavoratore”; “E come già stanno servendo
nelle terre malariche in Sardegna, così anche in Africa i funzionari dell’amministrazione carceraria
si dovrebbero sacrificare per la patria.” See Tito Cicinelli,Creazione di colonie agricole per conna-
zionali in Cirenaica, in ACS, Ministero della Giustizia, Ministero di Grazia e Giustizia, Direzione
Generale degli Istituti di Prevenzione e di Pena, Segreteria, folder , file .
. Ministero dell’Interno, La colonizzazione interna nelle sue applicazioni col mezzo delle colo-
nie penali agricole, p. .
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Penal colonization was a civilizing undertaking that had brought the territory
into a new era; the “roving, wild, idle shepherding is replaced with profound,
intensive, social labour; abandonment is replaced with life, and ignorance with
science”. As with the colonial possessions overseas, colonizing projects in
southern Italy were also based on the idea of redeeming the land in order to
redeem man, following the notion of a civilizing mission realized by way of
agricultural labour.
The archival records on Castiadas testify how the process of regeneration of

the land blurred the boundaries between free workers and convicts. In ,
twelve years before the penal colony in Castiadas was established, some farm-
ers moved there in order to colonize the area. Therefore, the project for the
colonization of Castiadas’s salto (i.e. land for the collective use of local com-
munities) was undertaken by free colonists and well before the prison admin-
istration’s plans for this part of Sardinia came to fruition. In , twenty
years after its establishment, as many as  free people, both men and
women, were living within the penal colony. This included the guards, farm-
ers, administrative staff, and the director, as well as their respective families.
Castiadas was a kind of site of redemption even for the colony’s staff. The situ-
ation was particularly harsh for the prison guards, whose discontent became
clear from the outset. In the first phase, Martino Beltrani Scalia, head of the
Prison Department for theMinistry of the Interior, considered only recruiting
officers from Sardinia itself, but this proposal was not carried through.
In , compensation was established for all staff in the agricultural penal
colonies, in which the employees of the Castiadas colony were awarded the
highest sums available, because it was classified as a particularly inhospitable
location.

Generally, the living conditions and health of convicts and free people dif-
fered only negligibly. Prisoners and civilians alike were plagued by malaria
and, certainly, up to the early s, this claimed a large number of victims,
foremost among the imprisoned, but also among the guards and other
employees, albeit to a lesser degree. Living conditions for civil servants
working in Castiadas were undoubtedly harder than those of employees at
other penal institutions. In , the director complained that the accommo-
dation for civil servants in Castiadas was extremely small and unhealthy. In the

. Angelelli, La colonia penale agricola di Castiadas, p. .
. Maurice Le Lannou, Pastori e contadini di Sardegna (Cagliari, ), pp. –.
. Mele, “L’Asinara e le colonie penali in Sardegna: un’isola penitenziaria?”, p. .
. Some data on deaths from malaria suffered by the prisoners: Giuseppe Cusmano recounts the
decimation of the prisoner platoons between  and ; in February , in particular, two
or three prisoners died each day at the colony, out of a total of –. See “Castiadas: casa penale
agricola”, Annuario Agricolo Illustrato, , p. . Even by , of the  prisoners present,
thirty-one were present in the sick bay. See Gazale and Tedde, Le carte liberate, p. .
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same year, the post office employee lived together with his family in a single
room that made up part of the management offices.

However, convicts had the heaviest burdens, such as building the first facil-
ities and reclaiming and ploughing the land. Their working day and diet were
arranged in order to reach maximum productivity. The colony was organized
into diramazioni, surrounding satellite sub-colonies or production units sup-
plied with all the tools and infrastructure necessary for detainees’ labour and
survival. The map of the colony shows all these outer branches and how
far each of them stood from the central site, with the furthest outlier located
some eighteen kilometres away (see Figure ). The division of the colony
into branches corresponded to a dual goal: on the one hand, to organize the
labour necessary for tilling the land and agricultural production in the most
rational way possible; on the other, to provide the nuclei of future free colonies
that would eventually be established in the area. Once the colony’s land had
entirely been ceded to the free colonies, the penal establishment’s central
hub would become the area’s administrative centre. This was not only the
plan for the Castiadas colony, but also for other penal colonies in Sardinia.
According to some prison administration functionaries, free colonization
was to avail itself of penal labour even after the phase in which the land had
been reclaimed and tilled.

However, forced labourers could themselves become free colonists after fin-
ishing their sentences, becoming owners of small portions of land in the same
area that had previously belonged to the penal colony. For the most part, these
projects only existed on paper but they do have a certain value, above all for
understanding how the penal colony and the forced labourers were seen. In
this sense, I think that we can say that forced labourers and colonists both
belonged to a single socio-economic project for reclaiming a given territory,
one that also included an idea of human reclamation and national regeneration.
The penal colony certainly represented a significant source of income for

the majority of the population living in Castiadas and thereabouts. More gen-
erally, the population of the surrounding area contributed to the penal colony
by selling goods and services. Other relations animated its everyday life. In
Castiadas, the administration lamented the presence of “idlers, vagabonds”,
and prostitutes in search of small earnings and who, among other matters,
sold the prisoners information that would help them escape.

. Letter by theDirector of the Penal Colony to the Prefect in Cagliari,  June , in Archivio
di Stato di Cagliari (hereafter ASCa), Prefettura, folder .
. ACS, Ministero dell’Interno, Direzione generale delle carceri, folder .
. Angelelli, La colonia penale agricola di Castiadas, p. ; Cusmano, “Castiadas: casa penale
agricola”, p. ; Ministero dell’Interno, La colonizzazione interna nelle sue applicazioni col
mezzo delle colonie penali agricole, p. .
. Cusmano, “Castiadas: casa penale agricola”, p. .
. Ibid., p. .
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Security in Castiadas was one of the crucial problems for its management.
On May , the director informed the prefect in Cagliari of a mutiny that
had occurred at the colony. There was a particularly high number of prisoners
at that time: in , two years earlier, there had been  detainees. The
extremely hard living conditions during the summer season, owing to very
high temperatures and the increasing spread of malaria, were the main reason
behind the uprising. In , Berardi, an employee at the prison, wrote that the
history of Castiadas was a history of “suffering, sacrifice and heroism” on
account of the “slaughter caused by pernicious fevers and the revolts mounted
by the prisoners, who threatened to escape en masse”. In order to tame the
rioters, the authorities resorted to strict disciplinary measures. Fifty-six ring-
leaders were gathered in two rooms and bound with “chains, each one made
up of eighteen links”. All the other convicts were sent to work. According
to the director, it was thought that improvement in the quality of the food pro-
vided to the prisoners might help to relieve their unrest. The prefect

Figure . Map of the Castiadas colony in .
ACS, Ministero dell’Interno, Direzione generale delle carceri, folder .

. Angelelli, La colonia penale agricola di Castiadas, p. .
. Giuseppe Berardi, “Impiego dei condannati nella bonificazione della terra in Sardegna”,
Rivista delle discipline carcerarie, , p. .
. Letter from the Director to the Prefect in Cagliari,  May , in ASCa, Prefettura,
folder .
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maintained that the convicts in Castiadas were “very demanding for food”,
because they were aware that with better nourishment they could be healthier
and more resistant to malaria. Most likely, a good diet for the convicts also
concerned the penal colony’s leadership in terms of its relevance to the prison-
ers’ productivity. On the other hand, the authorities tried to meet the require-
ments of the detainees in order to avoid further unrest, as the majority of the
convicts were “consigned persons” in the area. According to the prefect, an
equilibrium needed to be maintained in Castiadas for two main reasons: on
the one hand, unrest “caused damage to the [economic] trend of the colony”,
which was the main concern of the managing group; and on the other hand,
since most of the detainees were free to move within the colony’s area, they
were potentially more dangerous in terms of security than detainees who
were contained inside a prison with well-defined boundaries.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Cusmano, one of the penal col-
ony’s agronomists, maintained that Castiadas, surrounded by woods, was
characterized by natural borders that made it difficult to guard, in terms
both of those entering the colony and those leaving it. The history of escapes
clearly demonstrates the administration’s difficulties in maintaining control
over a woodland territory where it was easy to leave no tracks. The various
directors entrusted with the colony, conscious that they could not access the
men and resources needed to maintain effective control over the area, had to
rely on other tools instead.
Primarily, highly restrictive and hierarchical prison norms and practices

demanded that one of the guards be identified as responsible each time an
escape was made. The guard in question would then be referred to the judicial
authorities and risked losing his job or even ending up in prison himself.
Without doubt, the most effective tool, however, was to enlist the help of
the local population across a vast area, this including all the villages surround-
ing the colony and stretching as far as the city of Cagliari. With a system based
on generous rewards (comparable to that for collaborators in Libya and Italian
East Africa), the administration managed to secure effective control over the
territory using an unspecified number of people. The escape of prisoners
from Castiadas between  and  almost always ended in reports or
even “arrests” carried out by private citizens. As the prefect of the
Cagliari police wrote to the Ministry of the Interior in  in relation to
two prisoners who had escaped, “The fugitives will certainly be caught imme-
diately, because they will find no support from the Sardinian peasant; rather,

. In particular, the director asked to substitute the daily ration of  grams of black bread for
 grams of white bread. See the letter by the Prefect of Cagliari to the General Director of the
Prison administration,  June , in ibid.
. Ibid.
. Cusumano, “Castiadas: casa penale agricola”, p. .
. ACS, Ministero dell'Interno, Direzione generale delle carceri, folders  and .
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sure of the gratification that the government has always wisely given him in
similar infelicitous cases, [the peasant] will cooperate with the force’s agents
in the arrest of the escapee prisoner”. Between  and , twenty-five
prisoners attempted to escape from the penal colony but only six managed
to do so, while the other nineteen were arrested thanks to the collaboration
of the local borghesi. This participation of the borghesi, in controlling
the detainees, allows us to identify a large “carceralized” territory that
extended far beyond the penal colony itself. An analysis of evasion shows
the mobility of the borders between the colony’s territory and the free terri-
tory. Looking at all the relations between the penal establishment and the
local population, we can say both that the colony extended into the surround-
ing territory and that the latter entered into the colony.
Nevertheless, the relationship between the Sardinian population living in

the area surrounding the colony and the prison administration was not only
characterized by collaboration, but also by resistance. Clearly, the dualism col-
laboration/resistance resonates with the typical colonial relationship between
colonizers and colonized. The primary reason for the disputes between the
prison administration and the municipalities in the immediate surroundings
of Castiadas concerned rights to use the land in the area of the penal colony.
The colony’s establishment in  had deprived the local community of a
vast territory, which had been utilized in particular by the shepherds for pas-
ture, for seasonal herding, and for wild grazing in surrounding areas. In ,
the director of the penal colony requested the faster prosecution of shepherds
who “invaded and devastated” the farms of Castiadas. In , the Cassa
provinciale di credito agrario, a local bank, claimed its rights over the area
housing the Sardinian penal colonies of Isili, Castiadas, and Mamone. This
dispute was only concluded in the s, when the Fascist regime marked a
turning point in the agricultural colonization of Sardinia. In , the govern-
ment established a public body, the Ente ferrarese di colonizzazione, in
order to employ workers from the north Italian town of Ferrara in the colon-
ization of Sardinia. For this purpose, the Ministry of Justice transferred the

. Letter from the Cagliari Police Prefect to the General Administration for Prisons,  July
, in ACS, Ministero dell’Interno, Direzione generale delle carceri, folder , file “Castiadas
Casa P. I. – Evasioni di detenuti”.
. Data collected from ibid., folders  and .
. As private citizens were called in the administrative correspondence on the Castiadas colony.
. ASCa, Prefettura, folder , letter of the director of the penal colony in Castiadas to the
Prefect in Cagliari,  January .
. ACS, Ministero di Grazia e Giustizia, Direzione Generale degli Istituti di Prevenzione e di
Pena, Segreteria, folder , file , report by the General Director of the Prison Administration,
 December .
. According to Italian law, “public bodies” (enti pubblici) pursue public interests but are
autonomous and independent from state administration, with particular autonomy over financial
planning.
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land from the penal colonies of Castiadas, Isili, and Cuguttu to the Ente.Yet,
the Ministry of Justice continued to manage the penal colonies, and prisoners
continued working for the agricultural development of these territories.

In fact, by the s, most of the plots of land within the colony’s borders
had still not been cultivated. Generally, in terms of goals achieved, the peniten-
tiary colonization seemedmediocre inCastiadas, as well as inmost of the other
Italian penal colonies. The economic output of these farms was far below
expectations. Certainly, the sacrifice of the detainees in Castiadas contribu-
ted to reclaiming the area from malaria, at least partly, but at the cost of many
human lives. Ideological assumptions about and economic considerations of
the penal agricultural colonies went hand in hand over the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. However, penal colonization tended to act primarily on
an ideological rather than on an economic level.

CONCLUSION

After World War II, significant parts of the colony were sold to the Ente fer-
rarese, later replaced by Ente Trasformazione Fondiaria Agricola Sarda
(ETFAS), the Sardinian public body for colonization. Simultaneously, a
large number of prisoners were transferred to other penal institutes. In
, those who remained at the penitentiary in Castiadas were consigned
to ETFAS, leading to the final decommissioning of the agricultural penal col-
ony. The new public body organized the fragmentation of the fund and the
establishment of a range of agricultural companies. The new “colonists”
were not former prisoners from the penal colony but local residents, working
in conditions not dissimilar from those of the first prisoners who arrived at the
end of the nineteenth century.
In , Fiorenzo Serra made a documentary about Castiadas entitled

Assault on the Scrub. The penal colony was closed shortly afterwards. It is
worth noting that Serra described Castiadas in virtually the same terms as
Angelelli and Cusmano: “As with many other areas in Sardinia, this one
also gives the immediate sense of the state of abandon.”Wild nature dominated
Castiadas and there was no trace of the improvements that according to the
former employees of the penal colony were achieved in the area, in particular
in terms of the colonization and “redemption” of the land.

. See Stefano Gallo, Il Commissariato per le migrazioni e la colonizzazione interna. Per una
storia della politica migratoria del fascismo (Foligno, ), pp. –, and Gazale and Tedde,
Le carte liberate, pp. –.
. Gazale and Tedde, Le carte liberate, p. .
. See the data on the Sardinian penal colonies in ACS, ACS, Ministero di Grazia e Giustizia,
Direzione Generale degli Istituti di Prevenzione e di Pena, Segreteria, folder , file .
. Fiorenzo Serra, Assalto alla boscaglia, ETFAS, . In Italian: “Come molte altre zone della
Sardegna, anche questa da il senso immediato del completo abbandono”. Available at: http://www.
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As Carlos Petit highlights, the history of the penal colonies points out the
centrality of four main features: the idea of protection/education of the
penal population; the relationship with nature as a source of education for
the prisoners; labour as a fundamental tool both to regenerate and to redeem;
and, finally, family as the context that includes all the other features, a tool for
the re-education of the detainee and the goal of his reform project.

Observing the borders of the penal colony clearly shows the socio-
economic project that was the foundation for penitentiary colonization. The
continual crossing of borders between free and penal territories, between pris-
oners and free workers, and between the colonizers and the colonized that
emerges from the analysis of Castiadas brings into question the concept of
the penal colony itself, as a site separate and/or closed off from the surround-
ing territory. In Italy, and possibly also elsewhere, the penal colony was
designed not only to discipline convicts, but also the population of the sur-
rounding territory. Its economic and social organization was the development
model for rural areas in Italy from unification down to the first decades of the
twentieth century. In particular, the agricultural penal colonywas conceived as
a tool of social engineering in the construction of Italy as a nation, and, even if
with different declinations, from Italian unification onwards, both in the
Liberal period and under Fascism.

TRANSLATED ABSTRACTS
FRENCH – GERMAN – SPANISH

Francesca Di Pasquale. Au bord de colonies pénitentiaires: Castiadas (Sardaigne) et la
“rédemption” du pays.

L’article analyse le développement des colonies pénitentiaires agricoles en Italie, en
mettant principalement l’accent sur leurs marges et leurs bordures, vues sous
différentes perspectives. Dans la première partie de l’essai, je considère la ‘frontière’
entre l’Italie et les territoires d’outre-mer, en les examinant du point de vue des colonies
pénitentiaires dans les premières décennies après l’unification italienne. Entre autres
aspects, je révèle certains des facteurs qui déterminèrent le manque effectif de
déportation et de transportation d’Italiens outre-mer dans l’histoire du travail forcé.
Dans la seconde partie de l’article, je me concentre sur la plus grande colonie
pénitentiaire de l’Italie, Castiadas en Sardaigne. À travers une analyse de cette colonie
pénitentiaire italienne, j’examine les ‘frontières’ entre les bagnards et les citoyens libres,
et entre le territoire pénal et le territoire libre. Ma thèse est que les colonies
pénitentiaires furent en partie conçues pour discipliner des populations sur des

sardegnadigitallibrary.it/index.php?xsl=&s=&v=&c=&id=; last accessed 
May ).
. Petit, “Colonia”, pp. –.
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territoires limitrophes, et que l’organisation économique et sociale des colonies servit
de modèle de développement pour l’Italie rurale plus généralement.

Traduction: Christine Plard

Francesca Di Pasquale. Am Rand der Strafkolonien: Castiadas (Sardinien) und die
“Erlösung” des Landes.

Der Beitrag analysiert die Entwicklung der landwirtschaftlichen Strafkolonien in
Italien und konzentriert sich dabei vor allem auf deren Rand- und Grenzbereiche,
wie sie sich aus verschiedenen Perspektiven darstellen. Im ersten Teil des Beitrags
wird die “Grenze” zwischen Italien und den Überseekolonien untersucht, wie sie
sich in den Diskussionen über die geografische Lage der Strafkolonien in den ersten
Jahrzehnten nach derGründung des italienischenNationalstaats darstellt. Neben ande-
ren Aspekten werden einige der Faktoren betont, aus denen sich das faktische
Ausbleiben von Deportationen und Verschickungen von Italienern nach Übersee in
der Geschichte der Zwangsarbeit erklärt. Im Mittelpunkt des zweiten Teils steht
Italiens größte landwirtschaftliche Strafkolonie: Castiadas auf Sardinien. Mittels einer
Analyse dieser sardischen Strafkolonie werden die “Grenzen” zwischen Sträflingen
und freien Bürgern in Augenschein genommen, sowie die zwischen Strafterritorium
und freiem Territorium. Es wird die These vertreten, dass die Strafkolonien teilweise
zur Disziplinierung der Bevölkerungen angrenzender Territorien konzipiert wurden,
während die wirtschaftliche und soziale Organisation der Kolonien als Vorlage für
die Entwicklung des ländlichen Italien im Allgemeinen diente.

Übersetzung: Max Henninger

Francesca Di Pasquale. En el límite de las colonias penales: Castiadas (Cerdeña) y la
“redención” de la tierra.

En este artículo se analiza el desarrollo de las colonias penales agrícolas en Italia,
centrándose principalmente en sus límites y fronteras, como quedará de manifiesto
desde perspectivas distintas. En la primera parte del texto, se toma en consideración la
“frontera” entre Italia y los territorios de ultramar en las disputas sobre la ubicación de
las colonias penales en las primeras décadas que siguen a la unificación italiana. Entre
otros aspectos, se destacan algunos de los factores que determinaron la falta efectiva de
la deportación y transporte de italianos al extranjero en la historia del trabajo forzoso.
En la segunda parte del artículo, nos centramos en la colonia penal agrícola más grande
de Italia, Castiadas en la isla de Cerdeña. A través del análisis de esta colonia penal sarda,
analizo las “fronteras” entre los convictos y los ciudadanos libres, y entre el territorio
penal y el territorio libre. Mi tesis es que las colonias penales fueron, en parte,
diseñadas en para disciplinar a las poblaciones que habitaban los territorios adyacentes
y que las colonias, en tanto modelo de organización económica y social, sirvieron
como un modelo de desarrollo para la Italia rural en general.

Traducción: Vicent Sanz Rozalén
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